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Richard Nixon — man without a party
The thundering sounds of Republican
Congressmen stampeding like their
symbolic elephants for President
Richard M. Nixon's impeachment is
shaking the floors of the White House
and crumbling into oblivion what little
support the President has left to
remain in office.
Yet despite resignation demands
coming from some of his staunchest
supporters in Congress. President
Nixon Tuesday told his Cabinet be does
not intend to resign and believes that
the constitutional process should be
allowed to run its course.
The beleaguered President, who has
acknowledged that his cause in the
House is "hopeless." was quoted by
one Cabinet officer as declaring that
resignation, "is not the course to
follow. For me to resign would be
something outside the Constitution."
The sudden turnabout in Nixon's
fortunes came Monday afternoon when
he released to the House Judiciary
Committee transcripts of June 23. 1972
conversations that show he knew of the
Watergate coverup on that day. six
days after the break-in.
Until Monday. Nixon had maintained
that he first learned of the coverup
March 21.1973
The transcripts reveal that the
President was part of the White House
effort to misuse the Central
Intelligence Agency to impede the FBI
investigation into the Watergate break-

In.

Judkkiry CommMtM't Mborl Lotto
(Nowtphoto by Si.v.n L Hanson)

Based upon these conversations
which Nixon had with former White
House chief of stall H. R. Haldeman.
the Judiciary Committee is preparing
a report on the three articles of
Impeachment it has recommended to
the House:
complicity in the
Watergate coverup. abuse of
presidential powers through misuse of
government agencies and defiance of
congressional subpoenas.
In his statement Monday on the
transcripts. Nixon said. "Although I

recognized that
these presented
potential problems, I did not inform
my staff or my counsel of it. or those
arguing my case, nor did I amend my
submission to the Judiciary Committee
in order to include or reflect it. At the
time. I did not realize the extent of the
implications
which
these
conversations now appear to have."
He said he was "concerned about the
possibility that the FBI investigation
might lead to the exposure either of
unrelated covert activities of the CIA.
or of sensitive national security
matters that the so-called "plumbers"
unit at the White House had been
working on
"The June 23 tapes clearly show,
however," Nixon continued, "that at
the time I gave those instructions I
also discussed the political aspects of
the situation "
These revelations turned the 10
Republicans on the Judiciary
Committee who had unyieldingly
defended the President of six days of
nationally-televised debates against
him Congressmen like Rep. Delbert
Latta. (R-Ohio). now had the "clear
'and convincing" evidence they had
demanded
Among those in the Senate reported
supporting resignation was Sen. Barry
Goldwater (R-Ariz I. acknowledged
leader of the GOP conservative bloc.
Yesterday afternoon Goldwater.
Sen Hugh Scott. (R-Penn.), Senate
minority leader, and Rep. John
Rhodes. (R-Ariz.). House minority
leader, met with Nixon in the White
House, reportedly to ask the President
to step down from office
But the President has at least one
defender left in Rep Earl F Langrebe,
(R-Ind). a conservative who ofteii
casts a lone opposition vote in House
roll calls on spending legislation
"I'm sticking by my President even
if he and 1 have to be taken out of this
building and shot." said Landgrebe

Delbert Latta: hopes
Nixon would resign Rep. Griffiths speaks of
by Mark Dodnk
M»agu« Editor
Just a week ago, the news media
across the nation had classified U.S.
Rep Delbert I ..itta (R-51 of Bowling
Green as one of President Richard
Nixon's staunches! defenders on the
House Judiciary Committee
As the nation watched the
impeachment debate.
Latta
steadfastly
contended that the
evidence presented did not directly
involve the President in the Watergate
cover-up. He proceeded to vote against
all five proposed articles of
impeachment.
But since President Nixon's
revelation Monday that he misused the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to
impede the FBI investigation into the
Watergate break-in. Latta and his nine
colleagues who sided with him were
forced to back down and concede the
guilt of the President.
"Up to that point what evidence had
been presented was only heaping
inference upon inference," said Latta
in discussing why be did not support
any article of impeachment during the
televised debate last week.
"You've got to have clear and
convincing evidence in such a serious
matter as impeachment." Latta
stated
The President's disclosure of abuse
of presidential power through misuse
of government agencies proved to be
the "clear and convincing evidence"
needed for Latta to decide in favor of
impeachment.
Latta said Nixon is in direct violation
of paragraphs four and six of Article I
of the impeachment articles.
Paragraph four deals with the
President interfering
with
the
investigation of the FBI. - while
paragraph six refers to tampering with
the functioning of the CIA.
"I certainly have been extremely
disappointed that this man (Nixon) did
not reveal everything to Congress and
the American people when it first
began." said Latta. "It could have
been all over by now."
Latta continued, "There's a lot more
involved here than just an admission of
guilt. It goes to the whole matter of
credibility of the President.
"Maybe at a time of national crisis,
the people might be slow in responding
to him. because his credibility has been
destroyed." said Latta.
At best. Nixon can hope for 20 to 25
votes against impeachment in the full

House, "though this would be very
optimistic from his (Nixon's)
viewpoint." said Latta.
"I hope the man would resign first,
though." Latta added "Otherwise the
country will be tied up in this thing for
two months."
The two-month period Latta
mentioned is what he estimates will be
the length of time an impeachment
trial in the Senate would take if Nixon
refuses to quit.
Latta said he favors moving up the
August 19 date set for full House
debate on the articles of impeachment.
"That could be over with in a day."
Latta claimed. "The quicker we have
the surgery, the better off for the
American people."
Nixon's departure or removal from
office will have a favorable effect for
the Republican party on the November
election "if it takes place quickly,"
said Latta.
"The Republicans lost five seats in
special elections due to Watergate,"
Latta stated. "We stand to gain with
this out of the way."
Vice-President Gerald Ford's
ascendency to the office above him
"would give the nation a honeymoon
period'." said Latta.
"A great percentage of the
American people would be in his
corner," be added. "And he would get
along with the Congress."
"His only shortcoming would be
where Nixon's strong point is. and that
is in the area of foreign policy," said
Latta.
He discounted rumors that former
Attorney General Elliot Richardson
would be named Ford's vice-president.
"I think Nelson Rockefeller would be
a good vice-presidential choice to fill
the void in foreign affairs," said Latta.
"Elliot Richardson does not fill that
void."
Latta said he feels he was
representing the views of bis
constituents during the time he was
against impeachment.
"Our mail was overwhelmingly in
support of our position,'' said Latta.
The congressman sees a moralistic
side to the President's deceit over the
past two years.
"The most inhuman thing about this
is how he's had his two daughters,
particularly Julie, going all across the
country telling the American people
that their father was not involved,"
said Latta "How do you tell your
daughter, I've misled you'?"

Inside the News
Both the downtown and south-side areas of Bowling Green
are in for a facelift as the city proceeds with a set of projects
for improvement of streets, sidewalks, and sewers. Stories
are on page five.

summer commencement
U.S. Rep. Martha W. Griffiths IDMich.), will be the speaker at the
University's
summer
quarter
commencement exercises August 24
at 10 a.m.. in the Grand Ballroom of
the Union
At that time she will receive an
honorary doctor of laws degree
Rep. Griffiths was elected from the
17th Congressional District of
Michigan in 1955 and has been reelected in all subsequent elections
In Congress, she serves on the House
Ways and Means Committee. She also
acts as chairperson of the Fiscal
Policy Subcommittee of the Joint
Economic Committee.
Her legislative interests are in the
areas of social security. Medicate, tax
and welfare reform, and fiscal policy
matters.
The Congresswoman was a sponsor
of the Equal Rights Amendment and
guided its passage through the House.
She has introduced a major health
insurance proposal designed to make
comprehensive health care services
available to all Americans.
Griffiths received her bachelors
degree from the University of Missouri

and her law degree from the
University of Michigan. She was
admitted to the Michigan bar in 1941
and since 1955 has been allowed to
practice before the Supreme Court.

Martha W. Griffin*

minority Uod« John J. «hod«i
(N.wipholo by Stovon L Homon)
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John Rhodes: Nixon
not "above the law"
The following is the statement House
minority leader John J. Rhodes made
Tuesday announcing that he would vote
for the impeachment of President
Richard M Nixon:
For me. this is a sad day. I admire
Richard Nixon, for the many great
things he has done for the people of
America and the people of the world. I
have no doubt whatsoever that the final
analysis of history will be that lew
American Presidents did more for the
solid advancement of world peace than
Richard Nixon.
But the most important aspect ol our
entire system of Government is equal
justice under the law-the principle
that no person-whether he be rich or
poor, black or white, ordinary citizen
or President-is above the law.
Covorup of criminal activity and
misuse of Federal agencies can neither
be condoned nor tolerated And as long
as we adhere as a Nation to this
principle, our Nation will remain great
and strong.
I have considered the evidence to the
best of my ability. When the roll is
called in the House of Representatives.
I will vote "aye" on impeachment
Article I. In addition, the new evidence

made available yesterday has
considerable bearing on my decision
concerning Article II, a decision which
I have not yet finalized.
I make my judgment as a lawyer, a
person with some acquaintance with
the Constitution, and as a Member of
Congress from Arizona. Others may
interpret the evidence differently. This
requires a highly personal decision.
I still believe that impeachment is
not a party matter It is strictly a
matter of conscience. Thus, I have no
intention of
imposing
my
interpretation of the evidence on any
other Member of Congress. For a party
Leader to attempt to dictate a matter
of individual conscience would be
entirely ill-advised.
The past year has been a difficult
period for the American people.
However, we have come through it
with our fundamental belief in justice
and the law intact. As was said by
President Dwight David Eisenhower:
"America is great because America
is good. And if America ceases to be
good, America will cease to be great."
I have every confidence that
America will remain both good and
great.

County sees driest summer since 1894
ByMaryZUeuo
Staff Reporter
As July's severe drought continues
through August, weather remains a
concern for many Wood County
residents.
Besides the dry, brown grass that is
visible virtually everywhere, the
drought has left its mark in other
ways.
Farmers all over the county are
reporting that this year's yield of crops
will be down considerable from
previous years.
"A most promising corn crop, also
soybeans, at the end of June withered
away with most fields suffering a'
least a 25 per cent loss, a few probably
50 per cent and an occasional field may
as well be plowed up," according to
Lyle R.
Fletcher,
former
climatologist.
The dry spell began on June 23. A
total of only .21 inch of rain fell during
the next 38 days-12 of those days
temperatures soeared above 90. There
has been no period with less rainfall
since 1894 when total precipitation
was .20 inch for the 62 days of July and
August.
"Crop loss that year was
catastrophic and sent quite a few Ohio
farmers further west, where many of
them found even worse conditions,"

Fletcher said
Total rainfall for June and July this
year was 2.28 inches, four inches below
the average.
"It's pretty discouraging," said Kate
Stockwell, administrative clerk of the
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation
Committee
(ASC).
"Especially when the farmers are
finding no ears on their corn or their
wheat is drying up."
She said one farmer brought in a
soybean plant that had only two pods
on it and no beans in the pods.
"1 think it can be said that countywise it's a disaster area," Stockwell
continued
She said that the farmers can't even
irrigate because most of them "aren't
set up for it."
"Besides, where would they get the
water?" she added "The closest
supply would be the Maumee River,
but even that is too far to be run in."
She speculated that prices would rise
because of the drought "If the supply
and-demand notion holds through, then
I suppose undoubtedly they will have
to," Stockwell said.
Area growers were questioned and
asked how bad the drought had
affected them.
Larry Germann, part owner of
Klotz's Florist, said that they have
•topped going to people's houses to

plant evergreens and shrubbery.
"Because of the heat and dry
weather we can't plant anything."
Germann said "The ground is just too
dry."
Haslingers Orchard reported that
their grain has also been hurt from
lack of rain.
"Our' corn and wheat has been
dying," Haslinger said. "This year's
yield will be really small compared to
other years "
Haslinger said that their fruit trees
have been affected too, "but not
much."
"The difference though is that fruit
is grown on sand and the trees will go
down for water." Haslinger explained.
"If it wasn't for this. I'm sure the fruit
would have been affected greater."
Fletcher
said
meteorologists
generally agree that the air mass
called tropical continental, a hot dry
air sample, does not reach Ohio from
its source region,
the arid
southwestern
United States and
northern Mexico.
But air over Ohio on several days
during July exhibited characteristics
of this air mass, which gives very
warm days and cool nights, that
eastern visitors to the southwest
quickly notice, he said.
"In view of the worldwide food
shortage, the crop loss in the drought-

stricken Midwest is a major calamity,
and if the dry spell does not end it will
assume catastrophic proportions,"
Fletcher said.
The fire department also expressed
concern about the drought. Grass fires
increase during a dry period, and the
surrounding area is no exception. .
A spokesperson for the Bowling
Green Fire Department said that there
have been four or five grass fires a day
in the county.
"In the city of Bowling Green itself
there hasn't been much of an increase
because of a city law which forbids
residents to burn their trash outside."
the spokesperson said.
"But in Haskins and Portage where
the law doesn't exist, they (firemen)
havent been able to sit down because of
all the calls they are getting." he
' continued.
He added that by 1975 the entire
county will have the law in effect.

Weather
Cloooy today, with • ehaaea of
.bowers or
tboodertaowers.
High today hi taw low ofs.
Showers toanif tooicht, low ooar
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cornering the health market
By Nicholas voa Hoffman

impeachment now,
not resignation
Like passengers of the U.S.S. Titanic after it collided with an iceberg,
the Republican members of both the House and Senate are scrambling
for the lifeboats and abandoning the swiftly and suddenly sinking
Presidency of Richard M. Nixon.
And the President seems willing to adhere to the time-honored
tradition captains whose vessels are damaged beyond repair-he will not
give up the ship until it is taken away from him by the sea of discontent
known as impeachment.
To all the cries for resignation which have gone up from Capitol Hill in
a voice so resounding that the pillars of the White House must be shaking,
the President must turn a deaf ear.
The only way Nixon should be removed from office is through the
Constitutionally-provided impeachment process and not by his
resignation.
The President's admission Monday of withholding tape-recorded
evidence which showed he ordered the Central Intelligence Agency to
impede the FBI investigation into the Watergate break-in reveals how
Nixon lied to the American people in denying knowledge of the cover-up,
as well as indicating abuse of presidential power through misuse of
government agencies.
But if Nixon admits to lying here, what reason is there to believe he
was telling the truth countless other times? The only way to discover this
is through a thorough investigation of the facts-an impeachment trial in
the Senate could do just that.
Sentiment in the House indicates a near-unanimous vote for
impeachment is inevitable. The House must act swiftly by advancing
the August 18 date presently set for full House discussion and cutting 10day House deliberation in half.
During the intervening time, Nixon could utilize the 25th Amendment
which allows him to temporarily relinquish his powers to Vice-President
Gerald Ford to maintain the day-to-day functions of governing the
country.
As a nation, we need to learn the whole truth behind this madness, and
we deserve to know it.
We need impeachment now-more than ever.

new medical rates
may make you sick
If you're planning on getting sick next year be prepared to pay higher
medical coverage rates.
Because of the expanded Blue Cross. Blue Shield and Major Medical
program students will pay $3.50 more a month for medical benefits.
One of the things that the new program will provide for is a coverage of
all physicians' fees that are "usual, customary and reasonable." Well,
what, pray tell are fees that are unusual, uncustomary and
unreasonable?
It will also cover the full cost of "coronary units." Now when you think
about it just how many students actually have coronaries; although, the
new prices may cause a few.
But married students will especially be hurt by the new policy. Family
rates will rise $12.97 a month for the coverage.
Isn't it hard enough to try to pay for schooling and family
responsibilities without being made to suffer a $13 increase in medical
insurance''
Though the University thinks it is doing the students a favor by
developing a new expanded program, perhaps it would be doing them a
bigger favor if they offered the students the option of keeping the old
program of taking the new one and paying the higher fees.

Lerrers

books on birch
tell philosophy

On August 25. 1945 an obscure Army
captain was killed on mainland China
Then not any Americans knew o( him.
but today, in 1974. almost 30 years later
everyone has heard o( him.
He is John Birch.
Read "The Blue Book" or the "Lite
of John Birch" by Robert Welch
Welch started in the John Birch
Society (JBSI in 1958 On page 110 ol
"The Blue Book" Welch, in 1958, stated
Richard Nixon was the lowest form o(
politician on the political scene.
Today, in 1974, some Americans
think this is true
The conclusion is that myriads are
still sleeping about the Communist
conspiracy. The enemy wants to
destroy us. so start to fight back now
Douglas Robert Keith
4297 Main St
Perry. Ohio 44081

Tittle boys' face
'growing pains'
When little boys learn that there are .
differences between men and women,
their eager nature soaks this wonderful
new knowledge up like a sponge
Awestruck, they look at themselves
in the mirror. Later, with trembling
fingers, they turn the pages of the
latest Playboy, eager for that sly hint
of pubic hair.
They wish-oh, how they wish: -inej
had the magical, x-ray vision that
would reveal to them the wonders of
the opposite sex so cruelly hidden from
their bulging eyes
We can only conclude that the little

Until they end their talkathon on
Capitol Hill and run him off, the
Unindicted Co-conspirator is still the
head of government, and so we owe it
to ourselves to overcome our contempt
and to try to make sense out of such
acts and utterances as the ghost of San
Clemenle is yet capable of making.
It demands a measure of self-control
to do it, when this man who lives like
an inebriated kleptomaniac off our
money tells us to fight inflation by
spending less.
If we can choke down the temptation
to tell him to set an example by paying
his taxes and buying his wife smaller
diamonds, but with his own money this
time, we can pick up an interesting
theme in his last, lame locution on the
economy: "We must restore the idea
that the way to have more is to produce
more," he said. "Too many countries
are in extreme difficulty because their
people have come to believe that the
way to get more is to have the
government spend more even though
no more is produced.''
OF LATE, the failed economists of
the Nixon administration-like Herb
Stein-have taken to blaming us
victims for the high cost of living.
Spoiled people that we are, our
demands (or increased services have
forced our representatives to vote in
programs we can't afford.
When you look at a program like
Medicaid or Medicare running
hundreds of millions over what was
estimated, the argument has a certain
plausibility It would almost seem that
all we've gotten for our money is a
horrendous inflation ol medical costs;
but closer inspection suggests that it
isn't that we can't afford the program,
but that we can't afford to permit a
medical monopoly to run it.
Given all that new money. American
medicine responded as AT&T would.
They raised prices without improving
the service.
Sen. Philip Hart's Subcommittee on
Antitrust and Monopoly has dug out a
case in Texas which shows how
perfectly and completely it is possible
to corner the health market. The story
came to light when a MexicanAmerican group tried to put together a
Health Maintenance Organization
(HMO); that is, a not-for-profit
corporation which hires doctors, buys
equipment and takes care of all of a
family's medical problems lor so much

a week.
HMO's are thought to deliver better
care for less money, and, while this
might be debated, there is no need tobecause there is only one in Texas and
it doesn't cater to no Mex's or other
poor folk
THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN group
found out that, under Texas law.
laymen can't start such an
organization and go out and hire a
group of doctors to run it. If a doctor
does take a job with the group, the
State Board of Medical Advisors can
strip him of his license. Only an
organization whose board is made up of
full-time, practicing Texas doctors
may hire other doctors Nice, huh? But
it gets better.
The State Board of Medical
Examiners, the enforcement arm of
this arrangement, has the same
lawyer-a certain Sam V Stone of
Austin-as the Texas Medical
Association. Stone helped drall the
legislation under which this system for
freezing out competition may legally
operate
His admitted collaborator was Philip
R. Overton. another Austin lawyer.

PART OF THAT program is that the
chairman of the board of the Republic
National Bank of Texas is also
chairman of Blue Cross-Blue Shield. It
also came out that Federal
government examiners had accused
Texas Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
keeping tens of millions of unneeded
reserves lying around in various bank
deposits.
All of this is perfectly legal, if a trifle
crudely handled, but what it boils down
to is a health monopoly. The same
interests, often the same men. control
or direct how medicine is to be
practiced, the hospitals and the
insurance, as well as the

administration of government health
money.
The defense for rigging the rules
effectively to prevent the
establishment of any rate-busting
HMO's is one we've heard long before
Overton said it again in front of the
subcommittee: "We need some
medical laws to protect the public. I'm
not worried about protecting (tie) for
the doctor.
"They can weed out toe bao ones
within their own profession, but It's
these get-rich-quick artists that we're
concerned about who set up these
dummy corporations, .and rob people and doing them no good."
You're all too stupid to protect
yourselves, you need a monopoly to do
it for you. And later, after the doctors,
the bankers, the computer experts, the
insurance companies, the medical
supply houses and so on and so forth
have gorged themselves on our money,
we will be told by a President Nixontype that the program costs too much.
It is nerve brought within the
precinct of art, first to rob us and then
lecture us on our self-indulgence.
Copyright, 1*74. The Washington Pott
King Features Syndicate
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ELEPHANT DANCE

a heavy cross to bear
By Lorraine Jameson
Gaest Student Columnist
HI Ihinbar Hall
Women are struggling for equality in
every aspect of life, and the struggle is
often a heavy cross to bear.
Alison Cheek found this out recently.
After becoming one of eleven women
ordained into the priesthood last
Monday, Bishop William F. Creighton,
the presiding Bishop of Washington,
forbade her to celebrate the eucharnt

Earlier in the week. Bishop
Crieghton had said that he
sympathized with the ordination of
women as priests, but felt that the
Philadelphia ordination of Alison
Cheek was premature.
When will the time be right for
women to seek a life in the ministry if
they so choose? Women have been
excluded from participating in the
priesthood since Christianity began.
1 believe that now is as good a time
as ever for women to take an active

boys of South Side Six have just learned
that there are differences between
men and women and. so eager are they
to be released from their terrible
ignorance, they have to tell all their
customers about it.
At the same time, we may wonder
about the competence of businessmen
who claim to deal with adult men and
women and yet insist on offending their
clientele with samples of their most
pitiful sexual fantasies
And. let's (ace it. their sign and
letter proves they are incapable of
dealing with women other than on the
most miserable, poverty-stricken level
o( bodies to sell beer to.
What kind of response would they
have received if their sign had read,
"We are checking IDs All blacks
must have two-good ones"? I don't
think the comparison is too farfetched
Perhaps the attitude of the little boys
of South Side Sue shows that daily
contact with alcohol fumes tends to
stunt mental growth.
If that is true, perhaps the only
solution is to let them have their (un in
a side street lemonade stand Then,
perhaps, some day when the idea that
women land men) are more than
bodies does not upset them too much,
they can come back and do business
with grownups.
R. Michael Evers
535 S. Maple

I should confess that I am not one of
the truly liberated "gals" or men who
have "enjoyed" the sign (one o( my
neuroses is not a fetish (or signs).
I continue to reveal that 1 am not
young and my assets are not hiding. I
don't even wear "physical or mental
make-up!" But 1 am a woman (but the
way. I didn't learn that (rom a sign).

their expert knowledge o( animal
husbandry will prove valuable in this
pursuit.)

Truly an anomaly you say? No! I am
like hundreds and thousands of women
who have been fighting every "little"
sign, every "little" word, every
"little" action that his resulted in the
degradation that all women suffer.
Only a sick society can find humor in
such a sign. Progress will only be made
when "jokes" such as this have lost all
humor for the few and when they no
longer provoke anger in many.
These "inadvertant" sexist tactics
must be rendered useless. Such small
seemingly insignificant things can
have profound results, when
considered on a cummulative basis
K one seemingly insignificant, but
conscientious guard had not questioned
a tape-covered lock in the Watergate
Building, a decade of corrupt politics
would still remain exposed. That guard
was only ' doing his job."
Well. I must do my job as a woman
and encourage you to boycott South
Side Six if you feel that sexism is not an
insignificant joke!

I. Jim Miller, a resident at the
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility
seek correspondence with broad
minded free people. I am 24. a Tauras
and have brown hair and brown eyes. I
am 6 feet 1 and weigh 189 lbs

every 'little' bit
reveals sexism

Lisa Davis

Lucasville. Ohio 45648

3378Gibralter Hgts Flu
Toledo. Ohio

All this over one little sign? YES!
First I must admit that I have not had
the misfortune of having to display
"two-good ones" to any of the "men"
(or their spokesperson) at South Side
Six.

who also represents the Texas Medical
Association as well as both Blue Cross
and Blue Shield
Overton drafted the charters of both
insurance groups, and when it was
suggested by Sen Hart that the
situation appeared redolent with
conflict of interest, the Texas lawyer
replied, "I'll say this...we were able to
sit around the table instead of
litigating between the groups in the
public interest to develop a good health
program."

inmate seeks
correspondence

I am studying to become a
psychologist, but in my leisure time I
lift barbells and love to read
educational literature and swim and
dance.
Please (eel (ree to request any
questions you desire and 1 promise to
answer all letters. I am (rom
Cincinnati and would be happy to
exchange photos also.
Due to my regretful position I would
be extremely grateful if any stamps
could be sent. Thank you and I hope to
be able to hear from you soon
Good luck and take care.
Jim Miller
No. 135407

part in all religious affairs. Bishop
Creighton's statement regarding the
premature nature of Alison Cheek's
ordination sounds amazingly like the
voices of those who suggest that the
struggle (or black equality should
proceed slowly and not be hurried.
Despite being unable to celebrate the
eucharist, Alison Cheek gave the
sermon at the Sunday service.
During the sermon, she agreed that
her ordination was out of the ordinary,
but said. "The coming of women into
full consciousness is something

radically new to the Church.(and)
new laws (have) become
appropriate...The House of Bishops has
the opportunity to embrace something
radically new, the opportunity to take
moral leadership in our church...I
would invite them to enter fully into
this tradition...in a spirit of Christian
charity, in simple human decency and
justice, and in congruence with the
gospel of Christ."
I say "Amen" to Alison Cheek. The
religious leaders of our society have a
moral duty to advance equality for all
people, male and female. The
exclusion of women from the ministry
casts a pall of doubt over the church's
repeated cries for equality.
Charity begins at home.

not be interested in hearing from
someone that you don't know.
Would any student attending the
University like to exchange thoughts
and ideas on any subject?
1 am a man who needs to express
himself in this forbidden jungle.

let's hear from you

What I'm trying to say is I need
someone to correspond with and I wish
one of you students could be that
someone.
Well, you are going to do what you
want to do anyway, so I'm going to
leave it up to you to answer back.
Elwood Jones, Jr.
No. 139-410
P.O. Box 5500
Chillicotbe. Ohio 45601

The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum o( 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than (our typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author s name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
I'niversilv I'all
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P.S. To expedite non-sexist attitudes, I
suggest that the part-time "men" at
South Side (and their spokesperson)
take themselves, their "dimly lit"
minds, and their well stocked back
room out to the county land fill for a
study in self-analysis (I'm sure that

exchange ideas
with prisoner
I know you are very surprised and
shocked by bearing from someone that
you don't even know, but it's also a
shock to me, knowing that you might

IHHIMnkl
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Editor'• Mle: TU* Is the
last la ■ three-part terlei oa
Ohlo'i peaal Initiations
By (hack Sieckum
"The mood of the inmates
is different from Lucasville.
it's more relaxed here." Ted
Engle.
associate
superintendent of Lebanon
Correctional Institution,
said
The 2000-acre facility has
operated as the southern
reformatory for Ohio since
1960 and houses 1359 firsttime offenders 18-30 years
old
"A resident can well use
his time here If he so
desires.'' Engle said "We
don't force anybody to take
part in any programs They
can make their own life,
some of them do wall, lonu
don't "
Work assignments include
finishing high school,
attending the computer
school, working in one of

four vocational shops or
farming the nearly 1800
acres at the reformatory.
The high school has about
250 students taking classes
for four quarters
Butch Cain, a University
student who graduates this
month, is student teaching
English classes at Lebanon
Correctional.
"It's been rewarding."
said Cain. "It's not much
different from regular high
school, but they've already
been turned off by the
system.
"I have a different outlook
now Once you get in here,
you realize there's a lot of
good people in here." he
said
The computer school has
30 students in each of two
six-month classes: business
office education and
programming.
The institution also has a
furlough program that
"permits
selective
individuals who have not
committed violent crimes

and are good security risks
to go to school outside."
Engk said
Vocational training is
available in the auto license
shop, which manufactures
all Ohio's plates; the metal
furniture shop, teaching 5065 residents welding
techniques, the highway
sign shop, where 20-30
inmates use a silk screening
process to produce road
signs, and the auto
mechanics shop
About 140 honor residents
are assigned to some phase
of the agricultural
operation. They raise
vegetables, field crops,
dairy and beef cattle and a
large swine herd.
Steve Collier, institutional
director of programming,
said there are 16 programs
offered to residents.
Collier
said
the
administration "has tried to
come up with groups
residents can identify with."
Jay-cees, an affiliate of the
Miami Valley Jay-cees. has

120 members: Seventh Step,
intertwining
ex-convicts
with persons now in
Institutions has 147
members and Black Culture
has about 70 members
Inmates interested in
radio programming can
work for WMVJ, the
institution's closed circuit
station Each cell has a
special headphone jack,
making available nightly
broadcasts
The inmates take part in
improving conditions at
Lebanon. Collier said Two
representatives from each
of the 10 cell blocks are
elected by popular vote to sit
on the Resident Affairs
Council, which "formulates
proposals for change within
the institution." Collier
said
Jim Cornelius, president
of the institution's Jay-cee
chapter, has been at
Lebanon Correctional since
December. 1972. for an
armed robbery conviction.
"This penitentiary is

cool." he said. "There
aren't as many racial
overtones here as there are
in some places Down here it
is a 50-50 thing ."
Cornelius said residents
have voluntarily organized
an all-white cafeteria, one
that is all-black and one that
is integrated.
I'nder penitentiary time
Cornelius would be released
in November. 1981. but his
reformatory time cuts that
in half
The institution has one
"isolation" cell block for
residents "who have broken
rules or who wish to be
separated from the rest of
the population." lmon
Mobley. coordinator of
federal grants, said.
"We have all the problems
here that you would have in
Bowling Green." Mobley
said.
He said homosexuality
exists and there is no way
to keep drugs completely out
of here "

Lebanon: Separated from the Population
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Chance brings success to Uriah Heep
Review
B y David Faadray
For all of this, however, it
is
a
remarkably
disorganized enterprise. The
closer one gets to it, the
more haphazard it appears
to be. In fact, it seems that
chance plays a bigger role
than planning in the day to
day workings of the music
world
This element of chance
works at all levels. A good
illustration of
this
phenomenon is Ken Hensley,
both the keyboard player
and unofficial leader of
Uriah Heep.

fair friends

The toftneti of the early morning light catches the tilhouotto
of o trotter and hit trainer ot the Wood County Fairground*.
Pelt time at the grandstand tonight is 7:30. ( Nrwsphoto by
Joseph O.GIick)

Ken got his start in music
at the age of 11. It came
about simply He wanted to
have a guitar, and refused to
go to the dentist's unless his
parents got him one.
His guitar playing did not
become
important,
however, until he was
almost ready to graduate
from English grammar
school. Then Ken signed a
contract to play with a
professional soccer team,
the major goal in his life at
the time.
Unfortunately.
it
interfered with his playing
rugby for the school The
school gave him the choice
of staying with soccer or
staying
in school and
finishing the five years of
study he had already
invested
He chose to finish school
"It left me without an actual
goal, you see, because I was

Students major downtown buyers
It looks like students who
don't have cars and can't get
to Toledo shopping really
don't need to anyway. At
least as far as music, shoes,
jewelry and crafts
Several of the merchants
on Main Street said a large
portion of their sales are
made to the college students Most ot the merchants involved in business
with students said thev

notice a drop in sales during
the summer months.
The owner ol the Little
Olde Music Shoppe. Hichard
Jones, said he "doesn't do
much business at all in the
summer." He estimated
that three fourths of my
business must be with
college students' during the
regular school year Jones
said he stocks large amounts
of popular music and guitar

AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT!
THURSDAY IS STUDENT MCHT-I.D. t '1.00
SUNDAY OPENING TILL 3:00 ■ Adults '1.00

CINEMA I

strings because these are in
demand.
A music store is a
"luxury" store and most
people don't buy there unless (hey are really involved
or professionals in music,
said Jones He added that he
tries to stock what the students want
Another store that feels
the drop in sales during the
summer is Merit Shoes
John Hackett, manager, said
about 65 per cent of his sales
are from college students.
Hackett said his sales
don't really go down in the
summer too much because
the difference is made up
through travelers and town
people

"Our buyers are in the
New York area." Mr
Hackett said, so the fashions
are up to date and directed
toward the college age
levels as well as other ages
Klevers jewelry makes
very large profits from campus buyers Sally Harton. an
employee at Klevers. said
substantial sales are made
to the fraternities and sororities on campus especially
during rush.
Several merchants are
making sincere attempts to
stock according to what the
demand is. Several other
stores on Main Street that
have not been mentioned
here are also trying to keep
stock in for the college students.
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so used to the idea of being a
footballer when I left
school." That chance was
lost
"I didn't consciously turn
and say, If I can't play
football, I'm going to be a
musician when I leave
school.' It was a natural
thing," Ken now says about
his entrance into the
musical rat race.
Somewhere between the
time he turned professional
and his decision that he
wanted to be recognized as a
good
musician
and
songwriter, another of those
chances affected Ken's
career.
"I found a group that were
all at school and they were
quite good, but they had a
guitar player." he said
"They didn't want to fire
him because he was a school
buddy That was when I got
the organ
"They said. You can join

if you can play the organ '
So, I traded my guitar for an
organ, but I couldn't play the
organ. I blindfolded myself
and spent 24 hours learning
the names of the chords
until the gig the next day.
The importance of this
change
is
obvious
considering the dominance
of grinding organ chords in
Uriah Heep's sound.
At Friday night's
performance, though. Ken
showed he still hasn't given
up guitar entirely. Two
songs from the band's new
WONDERWORLD
lp
featured him on guitar.
His exuberant playing on
"Suicidal Man" and "I
Won't Mind" may have
lacked something in terms
of taste and finesse, but it
embodied the enthusiasm
that makes the Heep such a
delight to see in concert.
At this point, it was not
surprising to find out that

Wood County Library
moves to new site
The Wood County District
Public Library, closed for
eight days while moving into
its new building, reopened
yesterday
According to
Marian
Parker, head librarian, the
new library is twice the size
of the old one with seating
for 120 people and space for
many more books.
"You're going to see
books you never saw
before." she said
Parker said she feels that
the new library provides for
more efficient use of space
with the potential for expansion built in.
"That's good with today's
construction costs the way
they are." said Parker
She said she hopes that the
new library will provide the
facilities for
more
community group programs
"Most of our programs
have been for children, but
we hope to expand into more

adult programs," she said.
"These programs could be
anything
from
chamber
music to lectures on how to
prepare your income tax."
According to Parker, local
history will be increasingly
emphasized. She also said
she hopes that the library
can eventually circulate
paintings
A grand opening will be
held sometime in September, she added.
Volunteers helped the 15member staff move 85.000
volumes into the new building
The new library, located
at the corner of West Court
Street and North Main
Street, cost $1,089,388 to
build
The library will be open
from 9 am. - 8:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
and 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. on
Saturday.
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Ken got his start as a
composer as a result of
random
necessity.
It
happened when be was
playing with Greg Lake and
Mick Taylor in the Gods.
"Back then were the days
when record companies
wouldn't even listen to
anything you did unless it
was five or ten per cent
original," he said. "It was
the kind of situation where
someone said, We'll let you
do a single if somebMy
writes the B side ' So I went
and wrote a song "
Ken eventually found his
way to a band called Spice,
which ultimately turned into
Uriah Heep. The band's
recording history has been
spotty The only Heep album
on which I think every cut is
consistently excellent is
DEMONS AND WIZARDS

Live, however, the band is
one of the best I have ever
seen. Friday's show at the
Toledo Sports Arena was
typical. Although muffled
somewhat by an inadequate
sound system, the Heep.'s
music was powerful, hardpunching rock and roll.
The major excitement
generated by the band
comes from its interesting
marriage of three and four
part vocal harmonies with
the harshest of heavy metal
onslaughts.
This is
augmented by the Heep's
lively visual presentation.
At times, the stage
activity interferes with slick
execution of the music. This
is especially true of guitarist
Mick Box. who appears to be
more adept at throwing his
guitar than playing it on
stage.

local briefs. .
Art work exhibited
Wives of the University School of Art faculty members will
exhibit their work in the gallery of the Fine Arts Building now
until August 23
Exhibiting will be Susan Cay ton, fiber and ceramics; Silvia
Davenport, sculpture; June Ehrlichman. oil painting,
ceramics and calligraphy; Jean Hasselschwert. painting.
s.irnii Jacomini. fiber, and Judi Warren, painting
Gallery hours are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday The
exhibition is open to the public at no charge.

OIG applications
Applications for Ohio Instructional Grants must be filed by
Friday August 9 to be considered for full grants for the 1974-75
academic year, according to Beryl Smith, director of student
financial aids at the University.
Applications received after August 9 but before December 3
will be considered for partial awards to cover the second and
third quarters of the academic year
The grants, given on the basis of financial need, range from a
minimum of $90 to a maximum of $600.
More students are eligible to receive aid this year. Smith
said, since the state legislature raised the family income
ceiling for the grants from $13,999 to $14,999 The figures refer
to adjusted gross family income.
University students may pick up applications on campus at
the Student Financial Aids Office, 305 Student Services Bldg
Applications may also be obtained by writing or calling the
Ohio Board of Regents. 35 E Gay St.. Columbus, phone (614)
466-7420
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NOW PLAYINGI
EVE. 7:30 & 9:30

you the 17th. Love Linda &
Geoff.

August 8, 1974
Informal worship services. 8 p.m. every Sunday evening at
United Christian Fellowship. 343Thurstm

SUNDAY MATINEE 2:00, 3:45 & 5:30

The BGSU Karate Club will meet Monday and Wednesday from
6to8p.m in 201 Hayes
RIDES ,
2 need ride to Warren (exit
141 Fri. Aug 16 Call 353^
8327
HELP WANTED

,

A^>ick\blTFavo^itB'
Selection of
flavor baked pizzas
and garden fresh Salad
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Monday thru Friday
1100 am.

to2^X)pjm.
PIZZA INN
1616 E W collar
In the Stadium Ptaio

Students preferred - part
time maintenance work
Call Knickerbocker Building
Services Inc. 352-5315.
Need eighteen senior level
or grad students to "roleplay" as interviewees for a
Management
Center
seminar. Will be reimbursed
for services. Tues. Sept. 10
or Thur . Sept 12 9am. -12
noon both days. Will be
interviewed by potential
employers. Call 372-2807. 8
a.m. -5p.m.
SERVICES OTTERED
Tandem Rentals available
at D.J.'s 353-9157
Babysitting. Close
campus. 352-7789.

to

Need to talk? Decisions?
Call us at EMPA for preg-

nancy aid. 352-6236. M 11-1;
TWR 6:30-9:30; F3-6.
The Bus Station Carry Out.
500 Lehman. Open 8:45 a.m.
- 10:30p.m
Get acquainted with natural
foods at D.J.s. 115 W.
Merry.
Abortion Information Service. Clinic very close to
area 1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
licensed
certified gynecologist Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service. 216631-1557
WANTED

$100 reward for information
leading to the arrest and
conviction of person or
persons who removed light
fixtures from Haven House
Manor. All information held
in strict confidence 353-6415.
School of Music presents a
summer student recital by
the F.M.B. players Sunday
Aug 11 2 p.m. Free: Recital
Hall
SUMMER:
WHAT
A
DRAG' Not really if you's
like a personal challenge
and money for September.
Call 352-5378 9-12 a.m.
FOR SALE
4 channel stereo amplifier.
cheap. Wayne 352-0968.
Used girls bike $10. Call
after 5 354-3372.

F. rmmt. needed to share
apt. end of Sept. Appx 7 mi.
from B.C. 352-8385.

Lawn sale 734 Erase Aug. 1011 9 to 9 Clothing, plants,
records, books, lurnishings.
paintings, prints.

Wanted -1 or I female roommates for fall Call 1-2577103 or 1-423-8618 after 5
p.m.

Four doe goats 1 dairy 1 and
one nubian buck for sale or
free to good home 686-2455.

PERSONALS

Must sacrifice one pair
tickets Stratford Festival
Aug 30. 31. sept. 1 For

Happy Birthday Sue! See

information re motel reservations
and
further
details for a delightful
weekend Phone Portage 6864601 anytime after 5 p.m.
69 VW good condition. TOO
Call after 5 352-7049.
FOR RENT
Preferred Properties still
has openings for fall. If you
need a place to live give us a
call 352-9378 Indoor heated
pool, sauna and whirlpool.
Rooms for rent, near
campus, boys. Ph 352-7365
after 5. .
Rm. for 1 or 2 f . fall qtr..
Belleville 352-5536.
2 bdrm. turn. apts. available
Sept. for 3 or 4 students
Accepting applications for 2
man apts. Ph. 352-5671
Still looking for a place to
live this fall? If so. stop out
to
CHERRY
HILL
VILLAGE and see why we
have the best apartments in
town. FALL leases available
"cablevision available" 2
bedroom furnished apartments. 953 Napoleon Rd.
Suite 5. For info call 3526248. Hours 9-12 & 1-5 Mon
thru Fri.

r
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Smoke detectors to be installed
By C.ral Steale.
Smoke detectors will be
installed
in University
residence halls and
faratemity and
sorority
nouses in the fall. Most
apartments in Bowling
Green, however, are not
planning to install them.
Dr Richard Eakin. Vice
Provost for Student Affairs,
stated that the University
will open bids for the smoke
detector system on August
20. Construction will begin
on September 1. depending
on the schedule. of the
contractor
"The smoke detectors are
the result of an effort on the
part of students and the
administration to make the
living units as fire-proof as
possible." Dr. Eakin said.
Smoke detectors have
been a major issue for about
a year, he estimated The
fraternity fires played a
major part in recognizing
the need for them. Dr Eakin
stated.
Eleven major apartment
complexes surveyed by the
News do not have smoke
detectors. Two are considering installing them.
Cherry
Hill
Village
Apartments manager
Dennis Knauss said, "With
any kind of fire apparatus,
we have a lot of vandalism
We have fire walls between
all apartments and each

floor has a fire extinguisher
We have a problem with fire
extinguishers being stolen."
"Smoke detectors are a
new
ballgame
In
apartments,"
Knauss
continued. "There are not
that many that are
susceptible for commercial
use in apartments. Smoke
detectors can't be too
sensitive or they pick up
smoke from cooking." be
said.
Smoke detectors suitable
for living units are being
installed by the University

Dick Kohring. consultant
engineer for Derrill A
White Associates, said that
a photo cell, or light scatter.
type of smoke detector was
chosen.
"Basically they have a
small flashlight-type light
along with a photo cell,"
Kohring explained. "This
acts as a flashlight and a
receiver. The flashlight part
is always on
"The flashlight device
sets off an alarm when it
detects 2 per cent less light
than it normally does."

Kohring said. He added that
the smoke detectors can
also be triggered by excess
heat.
This type of smoke
detector was chosen,
Kohring said, because it is
less prone to false alarms.
The University Board of
Trustees
appropriated
J203.400 for the smoke
detector project out of
residence hall surpluses
fund, according to Paul
Nusser.
University
treasurer and controller.

Downtown renovation begins
Bowling
Green's
downtown
renovation
program is one of
"housecleaning" according
to Municipal Administrator
Wesley K Hoffman
The first of a four-part
plan to "inject new life" into
the downtown area is
currently in progress.
Hoffman said It includes
repairing and widening
downtown sidewalks, he
said
This sidewalk project took
two years to be put into
effect, since some property
owners felt it wasn't needed.
Technically,
property
owners are responsible for
the cost of sidewalk upkeep,
but the city is paying a little
less than half of the cost.
The projected completion

date of this phase of the
renovation is October 14.
1*74
Store front and back
refurbishing is another
phase of the plan, but this
must be done by the
merchants Along with this
would naturally go a general
remodeling and modernizing
of the interiors of the stores,
according to Hoffman.
A third phase is expanding
downtown parking lots,
since there is a parking
problem.
"The downtown is only
alive to the extent to which
you provide adequate
parking," said Hoffman.
A final phase is a general
beautlficatlon program.
Hoffman said that park
benches will be installed and

trees planted downtown to
make the area more
attractive.
Aside from beautification.
what benefit will it all be to
the community?
For one. according to
Hoffman, it will "preserve
the character and integrity
of the downtown.''
"As the downtown goes, so
goes the rest of the city."
said Hoffman
In other
words, if there is decay in
the downtown area, it may
spread to the rest of the city.
"By arresting decay, we'll
tend to fill up the stores that
we have." said Hoffman.
This will lead to more
profit for Bowling Green,
since a revitalized
downtown will help "retain
more money in the city."

A COOCrCfC PFObiGm

Sidewalk repairs are the. currant phot* in giving downtown Bowling Groan a "face
'"*•' Shown working on »ha Main Shttt area at« (from left) Krank Koch, Mike Joitoi,
and Dave Palmar. (Newsphoto by Gordon K. Fttchar)

Street, sewer renovations planned
A system of new streets
and storm sewers has been
planned for Bowling Green's
second ward as part of the
city's
urban
renewal
program, according to John
Meekes. an engineer at
Lester
E.
Poggemeyer
H.PE. lnc

Meekes said these
renovations are needed
because of the poor
condition
of
existing
sidewalks and storm
drainage systems in the
area, which is bounded on
the north and south by First
Street and Napoleon Road

and on the east and west by
Manville Road and South
College Drive.

Meekes
said
the
assessments have been
made and sent out to
property owners who are
affected by renovations. The
owners have the right to
object if they feel tbey have
been treated unfairly, he
said

Street improvements
include new pavement and
curbs, new sidewalks and
new storm drainage and
catch basins, he said
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SOUTH SIDE SIX
737 S. MAIN
Corner of Napoleon & Main

Cold Beer
Wine
Champagne
VOU CAM CAT
OUR WHOLE MENU
FOR 1CSS THAN $S.

Or. you could gel two hamburgers, fries and a
Coca-Cola lor about $1
It all depends on how hungry you are

(HS

I McDonald

WEDNESDAY
FAMILY NIGHT
BUFFET SPECIAL

$1.59

Winthrop Terrace
South
Has 2 Bedroom Furnished Apts.
Available For Fall
For 2,3, or 4 People
Rates Are Based Upon Number
Of Occupants In The Apartment

Platters of pizza. Salad bar, too. Help yourself to all you
can eat. Bambinos to 6 years, just 85c Every Wednesday
night from 5 to 9P.M. Enjoy.

Rental Office

Pizza ixui

400 E. Napolean

HUE. Woo .tain tha Stadium Plaxe

Across from Cains Potato Chips
9-5 Mon.-Fri., 10-12, 1-3 Sat.

1050 S. MAIN
1470 E. W00STER

Po** 4/Th. IO N.w., Thursday, August •, 1*74

Former coach Steller dies
W«rrw> E. Steller 76, 702
W. Wooster St., coach and
health and physical
education instructor for 40
years, died in his home
Tuesday.
Steller came to the
University in 1924 as athletic
director and head baseball,
basketball and football
coach, retiring as baseball
coach in 1959 and as
professor of health and
physical education in 1964.
He complied a 217-139
record in baseball in 1925
and 1928-5!)
Though his teams never
won a Mid-American
Conference championship,
they were often contenders.
His best squad was in 1944,
with an 182 record and
honored as the mythical
champion of Ohio.
Steller coached football
from 1924-34. leading the
Falcons to a 40-21-19 record.
His best season was in 1930,
6-0-2
During the 1924-25 season,
his basketballers compiled a
9-5 record
Steller was born in
Cleveland Ort 8, 1897, and
was a star football,
basketball and baseball
player at Lincoln High
School
He attended Oberlin
College, earning six letters.
was voted all-Ohio end in
1919 and served as head
baseball and basketball

the University, but who are
coach there after graduation
not alumni.
in 1920
After one year at Oberlin.
He is survived by his wife,
Four swimmers who
he was head baseball and
the former Marian Hall, two
placed in the Ohio and
basketball coach at
sons, David, of Fullerton,
Michigan state meets have
Wesleyan
University. **l Calif .
and
Robert,
announced their decisions to
Middleton. Conn, for three C of Minneapolis, and five
attend the University, Tom
years.
Stubbs, head coach, said.
grandchildren.
Steller served as athletic
Graveside services will be
The quartet includes Reed
director at the University
held at Oak Grove Cemetery
Phillips,
Cincinnati
from 1924-41
at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow, and
Princeton,
fifth place
In 1954, he was named to
memorial services will
finisher in the 100-yard
the Helms Athletic
follow at 2 p.m. at the First
freestyle;
Chris Price.
Foundation in Los Angeles,
Presbyterian Church. 126 S
Bedford, individual medley
one of the nation's top
Church St.
specialist who placed 11th In
athletic awards
Steller received the first
'Honorary Alumnus
Award'' in May, 1973. given
annually to persons who
The August 24-31 Bicycle Touring Workshop W470 will be
make great contributions to
explained by Robert Beard, the coordinator, today, at noon in
the Faculty Lounge of the Union.
The workshop is jointly sponsored by the American Youth
Hostel and the University Two hours of 400 level credit can be
earned or it can be taken as a Continuing Education Course for
non-credit
The workshop is designed to provide participants both theory
and practice in: bike maintenance and repair; touring; safety;
light weight camping; food preparation and budgeting
It is a total living experience with staff and participants
working and learning together. The first three days
Wintergarden Lodge will be the sight followed by a three day
tour
Persons interested but unable to attend should contact
Robert Beard, 372-0102 or leave a message at 372-2209

Bike touring workshop

Falcon Sports Happenings
the
Michigan
state
championships;
Randy
Richards. East Lansing,
who placed ninth in the
breastatroke, and Kurt
Selbenick, Toledo St.
Francis, a second place
finisher in district diving
competition as a senior and
10th in the state meet as a
junior.
Other swimming recruits
include Mark Van Rossen.
ton of the University of
Oregon's head swimming
coach;
Pike Walker,
breaststroker from Bellville
High School; Gordy Cook,
Cuyaboga Heights, whose
brother Larry is a member
of the team, and Kurt Lee,
Bowling Green, who swam
for Napoleon High School.
The new recruit* will try
to continue the Falcons' 63
per cent all-time winning
percentage
(250-141-3),
ranking only behind lacrosse
among the wlnningest sports
at the University.

• • •

"Falcon Sports Hotline,"
the University's telephone-

recording spots information
service, began its fifth year
of operation August 1.
Up-to-the-minute
ticket
and sports information is
available by dialing 372BGSU
"Hot Line" information
will be compiled and
recorded
by student
members of the Bowling
Green Sports Media and
Administrators Club and
will
feature
taped
interviews with players and
coaches
starting
fall
quarter.

• • •

Don Nehlen. head football
' coach, ranks 24th among the
wlnningest active majorcollege coaches, with five
winning seasons in six tries
Nehlen has gudided the
Falcons to a 33-23-3 record
for
a
585 winning
percentage.
Nehlen ranks just ahead of
Bill Doolittle. his former
high school coach at Canton
Lincoln, who has compiled a
55-41-2 record and a .5721
percentage in 10 seasons at

THE REDWOOD
WAMtfN f STHU*

•
•
•
•

Fall Rates
9 month
1 Bedroom turn.
? Bedroom furn.
Efficiencies Furnished

SPECIAL

$16500month
$197.00month
$142 00'month

12 month

■

$15500 month
$187 00 month
Unfurnished $122 00-month

All Utilities Paid (except phone)

10 P.M. - 1 A.M.

II Chassnjini Noln
Mutant OuMmaa
CM I Cart Rental
l«hted trivial lasts!

The 16-year-old Bowling
Green High School junior
joins Bonnie Marshall of the
BG Skating Club as the only
skaters here to have reached
the seventh plateau of

Leases Start Sept. 15, 1974

"MAI TAI"

East Pot Road At 1-75
Bowling Grain, Ohio
Phone 372-2674

Purdy, a student of Ice
Arena professional Wissy
Plaunt. passed her test to
move within one step of
achieving the eight-step gold
medal of the national
organization.

Statistics released by the
National Collegiate Sports
Services show Kip Young,
sophomore (Ed.), to be the
fifth-leading major-college
baseball pitcher for 1974.
In 80 innings, the
righthander from Hillsboro
compiled a 1.01 earned run
average.
Young was the winningest
pitcher in the Mid-American
Conference with a 10-1
record. His wins include
three consecutive shutouts
in the league and a string of
25 scoreless innings, which
will be alive in conference
play next season.
In 12 of 13 starting
assignments. Young gave up
two runs or less to the
opposition. His only loss was
a 1-0 defeat to Michigan on a
suicide squeeze play in the
final inning.

Outdoor Swimming Pool - Basketball Nets
Sauna Bath - Game Room
Laundry Room -

HOME OF THE

BGSU GOLF
COURSE

Stephanie
Purdy, a
member of the Bowling
Green Skating Club for the
last six years, was one of
two figure skaters to pass
the next-to-last test of the
United
States Figure
Skating Association at the
national testing competition
held the week of July 22 at
Buffalo. NY.

skating
Purdy is a silver medalist
in dance and a bronse
medalist in pairs of the U.S.
Figure Skating Association.

GREENVIEW APTS.

CHINESE & AMERICAN FOOD

Save the News

Western
Michigan
University.
He will match wits with
his former coach September
28 at Kalamazoo.

One of the Best Deals in B.G.

MON. THRU SAT.

Call - Mon.-Fri. 12:00-6:00
Sat. 12:00-4:00

352-1195

160 N. MAIN ST.

lOt>en Daily, Noon - 10 p.m.)

Student Play Welcome!

Ears now being auditioned at
Next
issue
wi
be
the

df PISANELLO'S

niki's booteru
I qu.ililv IIMIIMI.II IIII IIHII .IIMI MUIIH M ■Iss^

STADIUM
PLAZA
CENTER

We want you to hear the new Bose 501 Series II speakers. They
produce a sound that we feel is surpassed by no other speaker on
the market, except for the famous Bose 901® Series II, which has
been called the finest speaker ever made at any price. The 501
incorporates many of the 901's features, including the Direct/
Reflecting principle that gives Bose its unique "liveness" and
"surrounding" qualities.
Frankly, these are people for whom no other speaker than
the 901 will do —people to whom the extra oomph is worth the extra
money. But there are some people who can't quite tell the difference.
For these people, we
heartily recommend the
Bose 501 Series II.
Bring us your ears, and
we'll show you what we
mean.

last!

Would like to

Welcome

*298

perpr.

All University Students
Faculty and Parents
to

V

Super Savings
on Men's and Women's Shoes
532 E. Wooster
1352-1411

You can hear us everywhere!

